CONVENIENCE
Exploring consumer attitudes
towards the use of social data
for online identity verification
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JAMES BLAKE
CEO, Hello Soda

Our mission at Hello Soda is to increase
convenience and access for consumers in line
with advancements in the digital age.
We commissioned YouGov to carry out a survey in order to better
understand the modern consumer and their attitudes towards using
social data to access services, with the hope that businesses can
learn from these findings and adapt their offerings in line with
evolving consumer demands.
Organisations that fail to adapt in this way risk being overtaken by
rivals who are more open to innovation. We’ve witnessed industry
heavyweights like Blockbuster disappear from the high street
overnight due to simply standing still and not focusing on customer
needs. The consumer is at the heart of every business model so
gaining a better understanding of them should help to improve
your success.
If you have any questions about this paper, please do not hesitate to
get in touch with me.

James Blake

September 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Relying on traditional data in application
and verification processes is no longer
convenient for consumers and restricts
access in certain populations. Despite rising
consumer demand, businesses are reluctant
to take on digital alternatives and, as a
result, risk losing customers to competitors
more open to innovation.

Consumers are increasingly becoming more
comfortable with utilising options such as
social login and allowing businesses to view
their digital footprint. Businesses must now
consider their options and make pro-active
decisions to keep up with the demands and
expectations of the modern consumer in
order to survive in a competitive market.

METHODOLOGY

All figures contained within this paper are based on a survey carried
out by YouGov Plc between 24th and 25th of May 2017 unless
otherwise referenced. They surveyed a total of 2,109 adult
consumers in a nationally representative sample. The survey was
carried out online. 73% of those who responded identified as active
Facebook users, 30% as active Twitter users, 22% as active Instagram
users and 15% as active LinkedIn users.

NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS
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SECTION 1

THE INCREASING INFLUENCE OF
SOCIAL MEDIA

We are living increasingly digital lives, yet it is still common
practice to rely on inconvenient, traditional forms of proof of
identity. Is it time that we looked at alternative digital data
sources in order to keep up with the modern-day consumer?

i) The new normal
As technology has evolved, people are spending more and more
time online, carrying out a huge proportion of their lives digitally –
from shopping to working to gaming and, perhaps most
significantly, developing and maintaining relationships. Facebook
most recently reported its active monthly user base has reached 1.9
billion1 which is a gigantic 25% of the world’s entire population
(currently standing at 7.5 billion2). Naturally, alongside this increase
in usage comes an increase in the amount of data produced, which
is expected to skyrocket to 180 zettabytes3 created annually by 2025
(that’s 180 trillion gigabytes). This opens up new opportunities for
businesses to leverage these unique digital footprints as a source to
verify consumer identity, detect fraud and gain a greater
understanding of who they are.
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The traditional way of interacting has been replaced by a largely
digital alternative, and this doesn’t just apply to personal
relationships, but to business-to-consumer relationships as well.
With businesses having to adapt to digital communications
replacing face-to-face interactions, the personal touch has
somewhat faded into the background due to the lack of
understanding of what consumers want.

This issue has presented challenges to all industries, but those that
have been slower to react to the rise of the digital consumer have
struggled the most – one example being financial services. Being
traditionally reliant on data sources such as credit reference
agencies and physical copies of identification documents, financial
service providers such as banks lag behind growing consumer
demands for immediate and convenient access.

The ever-growing pool of data available means that we now have
the potential to know more about each other than ever before and
benefit from alternative ways to verify identity. Many users live out
their lives on social media, sharing life events such as moving home
or an engagement, discussing hobbies and interests like upcoming
gigs or their favourite running routes, and celebrating milestones
like birthdays, a new job or a promotion. These day-to-day
interactions accumulate to create deep insight into a person,
including their lifestyle, connections and even their personality.
Because of both time spent and diversity of content posted online,
social media can act as an extremely powerful tool for brands
wanting to better engage with their customers. One area in
particular where social data can benefit both businesses and
consumers is identity verification, with social data being a reliable
means to access websites and services. This is known as social login,
where individuals can choose to connect via a social media account
at signup/login instead of the traditional form-fill and
email/password combinations.
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ii) Turning social and digital data into identity insight
The average internet user has over ninety
online accounts4, and ID checks are vital for
the majority of these, including online
banking, accessing and creating telecoms
accounts, and online shopping. Social
connect or login provides a cross-channel
solution that reduces the friction and
hurdles to customer onboarding often
associated with identity verification
processes.

in person. Even consumers who order online
shopping to store (be it clothes, food,
electronics) have to remember to bring ID
when they collect it, feeling disappointed
when they forget, with no alternative but to
come back another time, driving license in
hand. This entire process is one that should
take minutes but instead often ends up
costing more time and more money than
necessary for each party involved.

Given that the average Briton spends
approximately nine hours per day staring at
a screen5, it is necessary for ID verification
processes to catch up with innovative efforts
in other business areas. Using social connect
to verify identity offers consistency and
familiarity to consumers across multiple
accounts, a stark contrast to the
unnecessarily long and complicated ID
checks - such as Knowledge Based
Authentication (KBA) like “what is your
mortgage value?”, or “how much did you
spend on your last phone bill” - often result
in incorrect answers because of the
difficulties people have remembering their
mortgage details or the exact amount of
their most recent phone bill.

The vast amount of data produced via social
media and other online activities provides a
modern-day, reliable resource that can be
used for identity verification, provided that
the tools used to do so are sufficiently
sophisticated. Provided that the individual
user spends enough time online, their
unique digital footprint is something that
would be very difficult to fake or steal. By
leveraging analytical techniques such as
machine learning and psycholinguistics to
analyse the quality and quantity of data and
corroborate a user’s claims, it is possible to
establish whether an individual is who they
claim to be and fits the requirements
necessary to access your services.

These inefficient methods often mean
customers - particularly in banking and
telecoms - end up needing to go into branch
and spend a significant amount of their little
‘free time’ finding proof of address and their
passport, heading into the town centre,
queueing, and finally verifying their identity

90+

4

ONLINE ACCOUNTS
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SECTION 2

THE PROBLEMS WITH RELYING
ON TRADITIONAL DATA
Relying on traditional data to verify identity
doesn’t just alienate the modern digital consumer,
it can also lead to huge demographics being
unable to access the services that they want.

i) Restricted access
There are still significant swathes of unbanked and underserved
consumers. In order for them to gain access to financial services, the
data that is relied upon in verification processes needs to expand to
include more modern sources. In Colombia, for example, 75% of
residents are unbanked6, however, 52% use smart devices7 such as
an iPhone, showing disparity between how data is being created
and the data sources that are being used to provide consumers with
basic needs such as bank accounts or insurance.

Currently, there are two billion people worldwide who cannot access
financial services8 because their data is not held on traditional
sources. Reliance on traditional application processes prevent
underserved or unbanked populations who may not have formal
identity documents or the traditional data needed for creating
accounts, applying for loans or mortgages, or gaining access to
other potentially life-changing opportunities. With the rise of digital
data, it is now possible for countries that struggle with traditional
data - and have significant unbanked populations - to implement
alternative ways to boost inclusion, provided that they have the
right tools.
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ii) Inconvenience of paper copies
21% of young adults aged 20-34 live with their parents9. That is 2.7
million people that are unlikely to be named on utility bills, have a
credit card, pay rent or have a mortgage; 2.7 million people who
may not have readily accessible bills or statements that they are
named on. In fact, our research shows that 59% of 25-34 year-olds
find it inconvenient or impossible to provide a paper copy of a utility
bill if asked for it – so why do organisations continue to rely upon
outdated methods in identity verification processes?

Students are a key population that struggle with traditional identity
verification processes. 40% of students say that they would find it
inconvenient to provide a paper copy of a bank statement, whilst
28% stated that it would be impossible for them to provide a paper
copy of a recent utility bill.

59%
of 25-34 year olds find it
inconvenient or
impossible to provide a
paper copy of a utility bill

The increasing number of adults choosing to live with their parents
contributes to the lack of traditional data and, in turn, a lack of
access. With digital data exponentially growing, it is time that
organisations catch up with its evolution and leverage it in their
verification processes.
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SECTION 3

CONNECTING WITH THE DIGITAL
CONSUMER
In order to stay ahead in their own markets and keep up with
consumer demand for convenience, efficiency, and relevance,
businesses need to adopt techniques and tools to leverage
consumers’ digital footprints rather than shy away.

i) Connecting with consumers
across generations

Consumers are already leveraging their own
digital footprints - a common example being
social login. At present, over 60% of
consumers choose social login when using
mobile10, and companies that offer social
login see between 40-50% more
registrations10.
75% of 18-24 year-olds have used social
media to access websites, apps or services in
the past. Younger generations – particularly
those who grew up with the ability to access
services with the immediate click of a button
– increasingly demand convenience. If
businesses want to survive in the future,
they will need to take on board this insight
and gear their user experiences towards
future consumers.
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Over half (52%) of consumers who have
used social media to access a website, app
or service feel comfortable doing so.
However, this proportion varies across
different groups with an increase to 61% of
users over the age of 55 (although the
proportion of this age group who have used
this process is lower). This disparity perhaps
suggests that younger consumers may see
social login or social connect as a necessity
and a means to an end, and therefore use it
even if they do not feel comfortable doing
so, simply because the benefits are
worthwhile. Older consumers, however, may
take a more considered approach and
therefore those who use it do so because
they want to and not because they feel they
need to.
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Sharing data is clearly more commonplace amongst younger
individuals, and this becomes interesting when breaking down why
consumers of different age groups would allow access to their
digital footprint. 56% of 18-24 year-olds would allow a business to
view the basic details of their digital footprint – unsurprisingly the
highest of all the age groups. This proportion is similar for
consumers aged between 25 and 44 (44% of 25-34 year-olds and
47% percent of 35-44 year-olds), but gradually decreases to 37% of
45-54 year-olds, and 26% of those aged 55 and above.

Familiarity and convenience exist as some of the most commonly
cited reasons why consumers choose to allow a business to access
the basic details of their digital footprint, with 29% of students
reporting that they would do so if it sped up an application, and
30% if it saved time filling out forms. Another possible reason could
be ‘password fatigue’ – that is the issue of requiring so many
different passwords for different sites and accounts that the user
repeatedly forgets which they have used resulting in failed login
attempts, friction, and drop-offs during the user journey.

63%
of consumers will
leave a mobile site if it
isn’t quickly or easily
accessible11

Convenience and ease-of-use is a priority for most, with studies
reporting that 63% of consumers will leave a mobile site if it isn’t
easily or quickly accessible, and a further 22% admit that they would
go to a competitor's site instead if they became frustrated at a site’s
user journey11.

30%
30% of students
would use social
media to login if
it saved time
filling out forms
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The option to connect with a social media account is not only
convenient for the consumer, but also hosts many benefits for the
business that provides the service, including heightened conversion
and retention rates. Still, a huge amount of businesses are not yet
taking advantage of this, with research that we carried out earlier
this year revealing that only 4 of the top 50 UK ecommerce websites
offer social login as an option12.

It has become increasingly important for businesses in all industries
to take into account the demand for simplified and digital
verification and application processes in order to keep customers
happy, hence boost acquisition and drive loyalty (which is key to
surviving in a competitive market). Social login alone is a step in the
right direction offering convenience and familiarity for consumers
but, without analytics applied to that data, businesses miss out on
valuable insight that could be utilised in verification, fraud, and
personalisation.

ii) How can big data analytics be an effective
form of identity verification?
With advanced text and big data analytics, it is possible to verify an
individual’s identity (including age and location) by leveraging this
wealth of online data. This involves looking at both the breadth and
depth of data as well as the significance – usually using advanced
analytics techniques including natural language processing and
psycholinguistics - in order to determine:
a) if the account is real;
b) if the account belongs to the applicant;
c) if there is enough data available to make a decision on.
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Alongside the growing amount of online data come more sources
that can be utilised in the identity verification process. Leveraging
social data in ID verification to supplement other sources and
enhance decisioning could dramatically boost financial inclusion
whilst still preventing fraud. The use of modern data sources in vital
processes like identity verification has the potential to revolutionise
businesses like banking for demographics that include people who
may not have formal identity documents or who may have been
excluded from traditional financial services.

Considering the lack of traditional data among young and
new-to-country individuals, and the rise of social data, identity
verification methods such as KBA should include sources generated
through alternative data to allow for those individuals with thin files
to verify their identity quickly and easily. Social data offers the
potential for higher security levels than traditional KBA processes
based on standard security questions and credit data, due to the
amount of detail and depth.

There are currently a
greater number of 18-21
year-olds on Facebook
than on the electoral
register13

Additionally, alternative methods using non-traditional data could
be done entirely online, combatting the need to bring formal
identification papers into a branch. For example, real-time
authentication of personal transactions by the user socially
connecting as part of login processes, or when they purchase
something online, could save organisations millions and reduce
opportunities for fraudulent activity. Moreover, it would improve
the user journey by enabling a frictionless customer experience.

The current capabilities of advanced data analytics solutions (such
as Hello Soda’s PROFILE) show that the technology is now readily
available to those who wish to remain innovative in a fast-moving
digital world, and respond to increasing consumer demand for more
convenient online verification processes.
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CONCLUSION
The amount of data created is exponentially growing and social
media has become a central part of consumers’ day-to-day lives.
Relying on traditional data sources restricts consumer access to the
services they may want and need whilst also being additionally
inconvenient for consumers who now expect to be able to do
everything digitally.

In order to connect with consumers in the digital age – of any
generation – businesses need to at least offer the option for them to
leverage their digital data for quicker access, more convenient user
journeys, and personalised experiences.
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ABOUT HELLO SODA
Hello Soda is a global big data and text analytics company, creating
multilingual software solutions to bridge the gap between
businesses and consumers in the digital age.

Our specialist team of data scientists and software engineers
employ advanced analytical techniques, including psycholinguistics,
natural language processing and bayesian belief networks to derive
actionable, real-time insights from consumer digital footprints and
better inform business decisioning in ID, fraud and personalisation.

CONTACT
Visit

www.hellosoda.com

Tel.

(+44) (0)161 694 9747

Email enquiries@hellosoda.com
@hello_soda

